Cell puncturing with a step motor driven manipulator with simultaneous measurement of displacement.
A small angle stepping motor was used for construction of a micropositioner. Linear movements are produced by direct coupling of the rotor axis to high precision microdrive. The linearly moving system is constructed from stainless steal prismatic guides with hardened surfaces and permits precise steps in the 100 nm range. Extreme reduction of the moving masses and minimal friction of the radial thrust bearing enables strong acceleration of the electrode. During simultaneous measurements of step performance motoneurons in the frog spinal cord, CA 1 cells of hippocampal brain slices and glia cells in tissue culture were punctured with single electrodes (tip less than l micron and double barrelled ion-sensitive microelectrodes (phi 1,5-2 micron). In all three preparations, cell penetration could be performed by means of both types of electrodes with a high yield when the step velocity reached or exceeded 4 mm/s. Steps with lower velocity resulted in less successful cell penetrations and were accompanied by typical dimpling effects. The results indicate that a critical velocity is required for cell puncturing with a minimum of damage.